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Pionic decay of a possibled8 dibaryon and the short-range NN interaction
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3Laboratory of Physics, Miyazaki Medical College Kiyotake, Miyazaki 889-16, Japan
~Received 15 July 1997!

We study the pionic decay of a possible dibaryond8→N1N1p in the microscopic quark shell model. The
initial d8 dibaryon wave function~JP502, T50! consists of one 1\v six-quark shell-models5p@51#X

configuration. The most important final six-quark configurationss6@6#X , s4p2@42#X , and (s4p22s52s)@6#X

are properly projected onto theNN channel. The final stateNN interaction is investigated by means of two
phase-equivalent—but off-shell different—potential models. We demonstrate that the decay widthGd8 depends
strongly on the short-range behavior of theNN wave function. In addition, the widthGd8 is very sensitive to
the mass and size of thed8 dibaryon. For dibaryon masses slightly above the experimentally suggested value
Md852.065 GeV, we obtain a pionic decay width ofGd8'0.18– 0.32 MeV close to the experimental value
Gd8'0.5 MeV. @S0556-2813~97!04811-5#

PACS number~s!: 14.20.Pt, 13.30.Eg, 13.75.Cs
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade much attention has been devote
theoretical and experimental investigations of the pio
double charge exchange~pDCX! process on nuclei. Becaus
this reaction p11(A,Z)→(A,Z12)1p2 involves ~at
least! two nucleons in the nucleus, thepDCX cross section
depends sensitively on short-rangeNN correlations in nuclei.
Therefore, it provides a good testing ground for the nucle
nucleon interaction at short range. Experiments on differ
nuclear targets have unambiguously confirmed the existe
of a narrow resonancelike structure in thepDCX cross sec-
tion at small incident pion energiesTp'50 MeV @1#. The
position of this peak turned out to be largely independen
the studied nucleus. The height and width of this peak co
not be explained by standard calculations based on the
step process@2# (n1n1p1→n1p1p0→p1p1p2). So
far, these data could only be explained with the assump
of a non-nucleonic reaction mechanism@1,4# proceeding via
an intermediate dibaryon resonance, henceforth calledd8.
The quantum numbers of thed8 dibaryon candidate were
determined asJP502, T50, and its free mass and hadron
decay width were suggested to beMd852.065 GeV and
Gd8.0.5 MeV.1 More than a decade ago Mulderset al. @5#
predicted a dibaryon resonance with quantum numbersJP

502, T50 and a massM'2100 MeV within the MIT bag
model. Recently, this dibaryon candidate has been invest
edy in a series of works@6–8# within the Tuebingen chira
constituent quark model. These works emphasize the cru
role of the confinement mechanism for the existence of
d8.

The quantum numbersJP502, T50 of thed8 resonance
prevent the decay into two nucleons and the only allow
hadronic decay channel of thed8 is the three-body decay int

1This value is uncertain by a factor of 2@3#.
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a pNN system withS waves in each particle pair@1,4#.
Because thed8 massMd8 is only '50 MeV above thepNN
threshold, thed8 decay widthGd8 should be anomalously
small owing to a very small phase volume of three-parti
final states. We recall that the currently available experim
tal evidence of dibaryon excitations in nuclei is very limite
@9#. This is due to very largeN-N decay widths of most
dibaryon resonances, which renders them undetectable
the background of other hadronic processes at intermed
energy. At present, the experimental evidence for narr
dibaryons is reduced to a single candidate, thed8(2065). In
contrast to the deuteron, which consists of two on the av
age widely separated nucleons, there are indications@6,7#
that the d8 is a rather pure compound six-quark syste
Therefore, the dynamics of its hadronic decay into thepNN
system should be sensitive to the overlap region of the
outgoing nucleons, a situation that is ideal for understand
the role of quark degrees of freedom in the short-ran
nucleon-nucleon interaction~see, e.g., Ref.@10# and refer-
ences therein!.

Starting from this point~for alternative approaches see
Refs.@2,11,12#! we consider thed8 decay as a~quark! shell-
model transition from one six-quark configuration to anoth
one by emitting a pion. The quark line diagram of the dec
is sketched in Fig. 1. The calculation of the transition mat
elementsd8→N1N1p is similar to the calculation ofD-
isobar-decay matrix elementsD→N1p ~spin and isospin
flip of a quark!. In the case of thed8 decay only the initial
dibaryon state is a definite six-quark configuration~the low-
est shell-model configuration with quantum numbersJP

502, T50!, whereas the final state consists of a continu
of NN states which have to be projected onto a basis
six-quark configurations with quantum numbersJP501, T
51 of theNN 1S0 wave. The main difficulty in comparing
the calculated widthGd8 with experimental data is its shar
dependence on the energy gap betweenMd8 and thepNN
threshold. A reliable result onGd8 can be obtained only if the
3295 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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3296 56I. T. OBUKHOVSKY et al.
exact massMd8 in vacuum is known~e.g., from electroexci-
tation of thed8 on the deuteron at large momentum transf
@13#!. At present, we have only indirect data in the nucle
medium @1#. Because of the absence of vacuum data,
investigate the problem of thed8 decay width starting from
theoretical quark-model results@6,7# for Md8 and the had-
ronic d8 size parameterb6 .

FIG. 1. Quark line diagram of the pionic dibaryon decay. T
elementary pion is produced on a single quark, leaving the rem
ing six quarks in a relative1S0 nucleon-nucleon scattering state.
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Our first calculation forGd8 was published in Ref.@8#.
The aim of the present work is to improve mainly on thr
important effects which were neglected in Ref.@8#: ~a! an-
tisymmetrization of the finalNN state on the quark leve
taking into account the effect of quark exchange between
two nucleons at short range,~b! insertion of a complete basi
of final six-quark states including besides the nonexciteds6

shell-model state all Pauli-allowed excited configuratio
s4p2 ands52s, which have a nonvanishing overlap with th
final NN state and can be populated via the emission of
pion from the initial d8 dibaryon, and~c! inclusion of the
final state interaction~FSI! for the two-nucleon system.

II. DECAY DYNAMICS IN TERMS OF QUARK DEGREES
OF FREEDOM

A. Initial state

As in Ref. @8# we consider only the simplest six-quar
configurations5p@51#X in the initial state@the energetically
lowest JP502, T50 translationally invariant shell-mode
~TISM! state which satisfies the Pauli exclusion principle#. It
has been shown in@6,7# that thed8 wave function may be
considered as a compound six-quark state, for which a sin
shell-model vector provides an adequate description. T
state vector is defined by

n-
ud8&5us5p~b6!@51#X , @23#C@32#T~@2212#CT!@42#S :@214#CTS, LST5110, JP502& . ~1!
e
ss

f-

as-

re-
The characteristic oscillator parameter in the six-quark w
functionb6 may, for example, be determined from the min
mization of thed8 mass for a given microscopic quark-qua
Hamiltonian@6,7#. The Young schemes@ f D#, D5X,C,S,T
in orbital, color, spin, and isospin space, as well as for
coupled spacesCT, CTS, are necessary for the unambigio
classification of shell-model basis vectors in terms of ir
ducible representations~IR! of the following reduction chain
for unitary groups:

SU~24!XCST.SU~2!X3SU~12!CST.SU~2!X3SU~6!CT

3SU~2!S.SU~2!X3SU~3!C3SU~2!T3SU~2!S . ~2!

The fractional parentage coefficient~FPC! technique
@14–17# based on scalar factors~SF’s! of Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients of the above group@16–19#, sketched in the fol-
lowing section, is used for the calculation of matrix eleme
and overlap integrals.

B. Transition operator

The pionic decay width of thed8 is calculated, as in Ref
@8#, assuming a direct coupling of constituent quarks with
isotriplet of pion fieldsf through the operator
e

e

-

s

e

Ôpq~k!5
f pq

mp
(
j 51

6

~sj•k!~tj•f!
exp@2 ik•~r j2Rc.m.!#

A2Ep~2p!3
.

~3!

Here,r j , sj , andtj are coordinate, spin, and isospin of th
j th quark, k is the pion momentum in the center-of-ma
system~c.m.s.! of the d8, and Ep5Amp

2 1k2. f pq is the
pqq coupling constant. Its value is connected with thepNN
coupling f pN ~we usef pN

2 /4p50.07491! through the known
relation ^N(123)u( j 51

3 s j
(z)t j

(z)uN(123)&5 5
3 ^NusN

(z)tN
(z)uN&,

giving f pq5 3
5 f pN . Because we neglect isospin-breaking e

fects in this work, we chose the average pion massmp

5138 MeV.

C. Final states

In Ref. @8# the wave function of the finalNN state was
antisymmetrized and normalized on the nucleon level,
suming a plane wave with wave vectorq in the relative co-
ordinater between the two nucleons. The coordinate rep
sentation of the nucleon-nucleon state vectoruFNN(q)& was
then written as
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^r uFNN~q!&5FNN~q,r !5
1

~2p!3/2

1

&

3@eiq•r2~21!~S1T!e2 iq•r#, S50, T51.

~4!

The full wave function of the final state took into account t
in

e
rd

o
.
i

three-quark cluster nature of the nucleons

^r uC̃NN~q,123456!&5FNN~q,r !$N~123!N~456!%ST;
~5!

i.e., the nucleon wave functionN(123) was given by trans
lationally invariant shell-model~TISM! configurations
N~123!5us3~bN!@3#X ,@13#C@21#T~@21#CT!@21#S :@13#CTS, LST50,1/2,1/2&TISM

5FN~123!• xC50
•xSz

S5 1/2
•xTz

T5 1/2. ~6!
a-
f

f

ion

d

xC50, xSz

S51/2, andxTz

T51/2 are color-singlet, spin, and isosp

three-quark states.FN(123) is the orbital part of the wav
function, expressed in terms of the internal Jacobi coo
natesr5r12r2 andl5r32(r11r2)/2,

FN~123!5~)pbN
2 !23/2expF2

1

2bN
2 S 1

2
r21

2

3
l2D G ,

~7!

with a characteristic nucleon oscillator parameterbN . This
parameter does not have to be the same as the harm
oscillator parameterb6 for the dibaryon wave function of Eq
~1!, as has been discussed in Refs.@6,7#. The relative Jacob
coordinate between the clusters is given by

r5
r11r21r3

3
2

r41r51r6

3
. ~8!

Note that the six-quark final state~5! is antisymmetrized
automatically when the state vectoruC̃NN(q)& is substituted
into the decay matrix element^C̃NN(q);puÔpqud8&, because
i-

nic

the initial state of Eq.~1! is fully antisymmetric. However,
the antisymmetrizer projectorÂ (Â25Â) contained in the
initial stateÂud8&5ud8& reduces considerably the normaliz
tion of the final state@it cuts all nonantisymmetrized parts o
the cluster function of Eq.~5! which contain about 90% o
the wave function—see below#. Therefore, it is important to
substitute from the beginning a final state wave funct
which is normalized~N! and antisymmetrized~Â! on the
quark level:

uCNN~q,123456!&5NÂ$FNN~q,r !N~123!N~456!%ST,

ST501. ~9!

The normalization factorN is determined by the standar
orthonormalization condition

^CNN~q8!uCNN~q!&5^FNN~q8!uFNN~q!&5d~3!~q82q! ,
~10!

which leads to
late
N225
^$FNN~q8!N~123!N~456!%STuÂu$FNN~q!N~123!N~456!%ST&

^FNN~q8!uFNN~q!&
. ~11!

The antisymmetrizer projectorÂ is

Â5
3!3!2

6! S 12(
i 51

3

(
j 54

6

Pi j
XCSTD 5

1

10
~129P36

XCST!, Â25Â . ~12!

Pi j
XCST is the pair-permutation operator for quarksi and j in orbital, color, spin, and isospin space. It is instructive to calcu

the normalization factor~11! algebraically by factorization of theCST and X parts of the pair permutationP36
XCST

5P36
CSTP36

X . The matrix element ofP36
CST between twoNN states in theST501 ~or 10! channel is very well known~see, e.g.,

@18#!:

^$N~123!N~456!%ST501uP36
CSTu$N~123!N~456!%ST501&52 1

81 . ~13!

Inserting this value into Eq.~11! reduces its right-hand side to
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N225
1

10
1

1

90

^FNN~q8!FN~123!FN~456!uP36
X uFNN~q!FN~123!FN~456!&

^FNN~q8!uFNN~q!&
, ~14!
c-

on

s-

r

-

tity

of
-

d in

of
a-
whereFN(123) is the orbital part of the nucleon wave fun
tion ~6! given in Eq.~7!. The numerator in Eq.~14! depends
on the form ofFNN(q,r ), but for the plane wave in Eq.~4!
~or for any continuum wave function including FSI’s! it is a
finite value: i.e., it has to be zero compared with thed func-
tion in the denominator. Therefore, in our case the sec
term in Eq.~14! vanishes and we obtain

N5A10. ~15!

Note that the expression

^P36
X &[^FNNFNFNuP36

X uFNNFNFN&/^FNNuFNN&

receives its maximal value51 in the special case of a Gaus
ian FNN(r )5(2pbN

2 /3)23/4 exp(23r2/4bN
2 ). Therefore, for

any relativeNN wave functionFNN we have the following
constraints:

0<^P36
X &<1 or 9<N2<10. ~16!

The value ~15! is equal to the usual identity facto
A6!/3!3!2, well known in nuclear cluster physics~see, e.g.,
E

he

e,
l

th

T

d

@24#!. It plays an important role for the projection of six
quark configurations onto baryon-baryon channels@20#.
From now on we shall omit the antisymmetrizerÂ in front of
the final state in the decay matrix element, but the iden
factor ~15! may not be omitted:

^d8uÔpq~k!uCNN~q!,p&5^d8uÔpq~k!A10ÂuC̃NN~q!,p&

5A10̂ d8uÔpq~k!uC̃NN~q!,p&.

~17!

The inclusion of this factor, due to the antisymmetrization
the final two-nucleon wave function on the quark level, im
proves considerably the agreement of the results obtaine
Ref. @8# with the experimentally suggested width.

D. Transition amplitude including intermediate states with up
to two harmonic oscillator quanta

As in Ref. @8#, we calculate the decay matrix element
Eq. ~17! by inserting a complete set of six-quark configur
tions with quantum numbers of the final1S0 two-nucleon
state~LST5001,JP501!
^CNN~q!,puÔpq~k!ud8&5A10 (
~n!,$ f %

^FNN
L50~q!$N~123!N~456!%ST501u~n,b6!,$ f %,LST5001&

3^~n,b6!,$ f %,LST5001uÔpq~k!us5p~b6!@51#X ,@2212#CTLST5110,JP502& . ~18!
of

n

are
t

re
n-
e-

ers

-
n-
ns
Here,$ f %5$@ f X#,@ f CT#% and (n) defines quark states withn
harmonic oscillator ~HO! excitation quanta, i.e., (n)
5s62npn, s622m(2s)m, (n52m), etc., andb6 is the HO
parameter for the six-quark system. The summation in
~18! extends over a limited set of Young schemes@ f X# and
@ f CT#: The possible representations of@ f CT# in the sum in
Eq. ~18! are given by the series of inner products of t
@23#C color andT51@42#T isospin Young schemes

@23#C+@42#T5@42#CT1@321#CT1@23#CT1@313#CT

1@214#CT . ~19!

Only two spatial Young schemes@6#X and @42#X are com-
patible with the even-parity (L50) N-N partial wave. Fur-
ther constraints follow from the Pauli exclusion principl
i.e., @ f X#+@33#S+@ f CT#5@16#XCST. In the case of full spatia
symmetry@6#X , only one color-isospin state@23#CT is al-
lowed, but the Young scheme@42#X of the excited shell-
model configurations is compatible with each state from
inner product given in Eq.~19!. Our choice of a one-body
transition~pion-production! operator defined in Eq.~3! fur-
ther restricts the number of relevant intermediate states.
q.

e

he

one-particle operator~3! can excite~or deexcite! only one
quark of the initials5p state. Therefore, the complete set
states in Eq.~18! is reduced to the configurationss6, s4p2,
and s52s, knowing that higher one-particle excitations ca
be omitted because of a very small overlap with the finalNN
state. Summarizing, the following intermediate states
taken into account in Eq.~18!: ~i! the energetically lowes
(n50) spatially symmetric states6@6#X@23#CT , ~ii ! the ex-
cited (n52) translationally invariant~orthogonalized to the
2S excitation of the six-quark c.m.! state (s4p22s52s) with
identical Young schemes@6#X , @23#CT , and~iii ! five excited
(n52) statess4p2@42#X@ f CT# with CT Young schemes from
the inner product of Eq.~19!.

It is interesting to note that all these configurations a
also important for explaining the short-range nucleo
nucleon interaction. This was pointed out almost two d
cades ago@14,15,21# and thereafter discussed in many pap
~see, e.g.,@28# and references therein!. Now we believe that
a possibled8 dibaryon has much potential for providing ad
ditional information on the innermost part of the nucleo
nucleon interaction, i.e., in the region where the nucleo
overlap.
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E. Final state interaction

To take into account the FSI for the two outgoing nuc
ons, we consider separable-potential representations o
N-N interaction, namely, the phenomenological potential
Tabakin @22# and the separable model of Uedaet al. @23#,
which is equivalent to the one-boson exchange poten
~OBEP!. The wave functions of the1S0 NN final states for
the Tabakin potential are of the form

FNN
L50~q,r !5~2p!23/2cosd0H j 0~qr !2tand0n0~qr !

1A~q!
e2br

r
1B1~q!

e2ar

r
cosar

1B2~q!
e2ar

r
sinar J , ~20!

while the separable potential model of Uedaet al. leads to
the 1S0 NN wave function

FNN
L50~q,r !5~2p!23/2cosd0H j 0~qr !2tand0n0~qr !

1Ã~q!
e2gr

r
2 (

n51

N

B̃n~q!
e2bnr

r J . ~21!

Here, d0(q) is the phase shift ofNN scattering in the1S0

wave, and the functionsA, Ã, Bi , and B̃i depend on the
choice of parametersa, b, g, andb i for the two models~see
the Appendix!.

We use the nonstandard Tabakin potential becaus
short range theNN wave functions obtained with this poten
tial differ qualitatively from OBEP wave functions. In Fig. 2
the wave functions~20! and~21! for both models are shown
at anNN laboratory energy ofENN5100 MeV. The relative
wave function of Eq. ~20! has a node at distancesr
'0.4– 0.5 fm~a stable position of the node in a large interv
of NN energies produces the sameNN-scattering phase
shifts as a repulsive core!. The two models are phase equiv

FIG. 2. Wave functions of the final1S0 state for twoNN inter-
action models@22,23# at fixed laboratory energyENN5100 MeV.
The projection of thes6 six-quark configuration onto theNN chan-
nel is also shown.
-
he
f

al

at

l

lent, but differ in their off-shell behavior. In the following
we will demonstrate that the results forGd8 differ consider-
ably for both models, especially if the dibaryon massMd8
comes close to thepNN threshold.

III. EXPLICIT CALCULATION USING THE FRACTIONAL
PARENTAGE COEFFICIENT „FPC… TECHNIQUE

Our approximation for the decay amplitude in Eq.~18!
leads to a sum over products of two factors. The first facto
the so-called overlap integral of the intermediate six-qu
configuration with the outgoing two-nucleon state. The s
ond factor is a shell-model transition matrix element th
describes the production of the pion on a single quark in
dibaryon and the subsequent transition to an intermed
six-quark configuration. Both factors can be calculated w
the standard fractional parentage coefficient~FPC! tech-
nique, which was developed for quark-model calculatio
for example, in Refs.@14–20#.

A. Overlap integral of intermediate six-quark configurations
with the NN continuum

In this subsection, we calculate the overlap integral of
intermediate six-quark configuration (n,b6)$ f % with the ~an-
tisymmetrized and normalized! 1S0 partial wave of the final
NN state introduced in Eq.~9!:

^CNN
L50~q!u~n,b6!$ f %&5A10̂ FNN

L50~q!$N~~00,bN!123!

3N~~00,bN!456!%ST501

3u~n,b6!,@ f X#,@ f CT#,LST5001&.

~22!

Beginning with Eq.~22! we denote from now on the nucleo
wave function of Eq.~6! of the translationally invariant shel
model as

N~123![N„~n8l 8500,bN!123…. ~23!

Here l 8 is the total orbital angular momentum contained
the internal Jacobi coordinatesr, l, andbN is the HO size
parameter for the three-quark system.

The overlap integral~22! is calculated using the standar
FPC technique for the quark shell model@15,17–20#.
For this purpose we use a FPC decomposition of
six-quark configuration (n,b6)$ f % into two three-quark
clusters with CST quantum numbers of baryon
$B1„(n8l 8,b6)123…B2„(n9l 9,b6)456…%CST. Note that for this
procedure, the size parameter in the decompositionb6 differs
from the nucleonic size parameterbN :
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u~n,b6!@ f X#@ f CT#LST5001&5 (
B1~n8!

(
B2~n9!

Anf
X8
nf

X9

nf X

U
$ f %
B1B2

•Cf X

~n!~n8,n9!$ w ÑL̃~r ,A2/3b6!YL̃M̃~ r̂ !

3$B1„~n8l 8,b6!123…B2„~n9l 9,b6!456…%ST501%L50 . ~24!
-

-

of

th

a

lu
n
iz

-

bu-
ere
s,

-

’s

rk
In expansion~24!, w ÑL̃(r ,mr 0) is a HO wave function in the
relative coordinater of the two baryons with angular mo

mentum LW̃ 5LW 2( lW81 lW9) and Ñ5n2(n81n9) excitation
quanta~mr 05A2/3b6 is the HO size parameter!. As usual,
nf X

is the dimension of the IR@ f X# of the permutation sym-

metry groupS6 for six particles@25#. nf
X8

and nf
X9

are the

dimensions of IR’s@ f X8 # and@ f X9 # of the subgroupsS38 andS39

in the reductionS6.S383S39 . The coefficientsU
$ f %

B1B2 and

Cf X

(n)(n8,n9) are FPC’s in theCSTandX subspaces, respec

tively. For simplicity, we omit in Eq.~24! the indices for the
dependence ofU

$ f %

B1B2 and Cf X

(n)(n8,n9) on the intermediate

Young schemesf CST8 [ f̃ X8 , f CST9 [ f̃ X9 , f CT8 , f CT9 , f S8 , f S9 , f T8 ,
f T9 , f C8 , and f C9 occurring for our chosen reduction chain
Eq. ~2!.

With the help Eq.~24!, we can calculate the overlap~22!.
The three-quark-three-quark decomposition is, of course,
most adequate expansion for projecting onto theNN chan-
nel. The projection for a given intermediate state (n)$ f %,

F~n!$ f %
L50 ~r !5A10̂ $N„~00,bN!123…N„~00,bN!456…%ST501

3u~n,b6!@ f X#@ f CT#LST5001&, ~25!

receives nonvanishing contributions only fromNN compo-
nents in Eq.~24! because non-nucleonic clusterings, such
B1(123)B2(456), are orthogonal toN(123)N(456) in CST
space. Furthermore, the overlap of excited nucleonic c
ters, e.g.,N„(20,b6)123…, with the ground state nucleo
N„(00,bN)123… can be neglected if we assume that the s
parameterb6 of the six-quark configuration~24! does not
differ considerably from the quark core radiusbN of the
nucleon. In fact, becauseb6ÞbN , the nonzero overlap inte
gral between excited and nonexcited nucleons is

^N„~20,b6!123…uN„~00,bN!123…&

5
~b6

2/bN
2 21!

~11b6
2/bN

2 ! S 2b6 /bN

11b6
2/bN

2 D 3

. ~26!

TABLE I. The CST part of the FPC three-quark–three-qua
decomposition for the projection onto theNN channelU $ f %

NN , $ f %
5$@ f CTS#,@ f CT#%.

@ f CTS# @16#CTS @2212#CTS

@ f CT# @23#CT @42#CT @321#CT @23#CT @313#CT @214#CT

U $ f %
NN

A1

9
2A 9

20
A16

45
A 1

36
2A 1

18

0

e

s

s-

e

The sum over all possible terms gives a negligible contri
tion to the final result because the different terms interf
destructively~see next section!. Because of these restriction
we are led to the expression

F~n!$ f %
L50 ~r !'^N„~00,bN!123…uN„~00,b6!123…&

3^N„~00,bN!456…uN„~00,b6!456…&A10

3A 1

nf X

U $ f %
NNCf X

~n!~0,0!wn0~r ,A2/3b6!Y00~ r̂ !,

~27!

where

Cf X

~n!~0,0!55
1, if n50, @ f X#5@6#,

2A1

5
, n52, @ f X#5@6#,

2A4

5
, n52, @ f X#5@42#.

The coefficientsCf X

(n)(n8,n9) are calculated by general meth

ods from the TISM~see, e.g., Ref.@24#!. The values ofU $ f %
NN

are given in Table I. The general rule for calculating FPC
in the CST subspace is the factorization of the valueU

$ f %

B1B2

@14–18# ~symbolically!,

U
$ f %
B1B25SFCT•SSFC•T , ~28!

in terms of scalar factors SFCT•S and SFC•T of Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients of the unitary groups SU(12)CST and
SU(6)CT for the reductions SU(12)CST.SU(6)CT3SU(2)S
and SU(6)CT.SU(3)C3SU(2)T , respectively@which are
links of the common reduction chain~2!#. The necessary
SF’s are tabulated in Refs.@15–20#. With expression~27!,
the overlap integral of Eq.~22! reduces to

^CNN
L50~q!u~n,b6!$ f %&5^FNN

L50~q!uF~n!$ f %
L50 &

'A10 S 2b6 /bN

11b6
2/bN

2 D 6A 1

nf X

U $ f %
NNCf X

~n!

3~0,0!S 8pb6
2

3 D 3/4

I NN
~n! ~q!. ~29!
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Equation~29! contains a simple radial integral

S 8pb6
2

3 D 3/4

I NN
~n! ~q!

5A4pE
0

`

r 2 dr FNN
L50~q,r !wn0~r ,A2/3b6!, ~30!

which can be calculated analytically for a plane wa
FNN

L50(q,r )5(2p)23/2j 0(qr), as well as for the Tabakin FS
wave functions of Eq.~20! and for the Ueda FSI wave func
tions given in Eq.~21!. Results forI NN

(n) (q) are listed in the
Appendix. The large brackets in Eq.~29! involving the ratio
of the two HO size parametersbN /b6 come from the overlap
of the two nucleon clusters

^N„~00,bN!123…uN„~00,b6!123…&

3^N„~00,bN!456…uN„~00,b6!456…&.

B. Shell-model transition matrix element

The shell-model matrix element of the pion-producti
operatorÔpq defined in Eq.~3! @the second factor in the
decay amplitude introduced in Eq.~18!# is proportional to
the one-particle matrix element of the spin-isospin-flip o
e
ar
o

l
th

e

-

erators j
(m)t j

(k) . The remaining five quarks act as spectato
for the transition. Chosing the sixth quark, we write the m
trix element for the emission of ap2:

^~n,b6!$ f̄ %L̄S̄T̄5001,JP501,Tz51;p2uÔpq~k!ud8&

56
f pq

mp

k

A2Ep~2p!3
^~n,b6!$ f̄ %L̄S̄T̄

5001,Tz51u~s6• k̂!t6
~1 !

3expS i
5

6
k•r6D ud8&. ~31!

Here,r65r62 1
5 ( i 51

5 r i , is the Jacobi coordinate, ands6 and
t6 are spin and isospin of the sixth quark. The momentum
the pion isk5kk̂, and the factor of 6 in front of the one
particle matrix element contains the summation over all
quarks. The natural choice for a FPC decomposition
clearly the separation of the last quarkq6→q53q ~one-
particle FPC!, which allows one to exploit the orthogonalit
constraints for the five spectator quarks. With the on
particle FPC expansion of the shell-model states, the rig
hand side of Eq.~31! reduces to a sum of one-particle spi
isospin-flip amplitudes with algebraic coefficients:
^~n,b6!$ f̄ %L̄S̄T̄5001,Tz51u~s6• k̂!t6
~1 !e2 i 5k•r6/6ud8&

5(
f̄ X8
An f̄

X8

n f̄ X

(
f X8
Anf

X8

nf X

(
S̄8,T̄8

U $ f̄ %~S̄8T̄8,S65T651/2! (
S8,T8

U $ f %~S8T8,S65T651/2!(
M

~1,2M ,1,M u0,0!

3$dn,2C@51#X

~1! ~s4p,s!C
f̄ X

~2!
~s4p,p!X6~k;11M ,00!1C@51#X

~1! ~s5,p!@dn,0C@6#X

~0! ~s5,s!

1dn,2C@6#X

~2! ~s5,2s!#X6~k;11M ,n0!%

33i ^S̄8,S6 :S̄50u~s6• k̂!uS8,S6 :S51,M &^T̄8,T6 :T̄5Tz51ut6
~1 !uT8,T6 :T50&, ~32!

where the functionsX6(k;11M ,n0) are spatial integrals:

X6~k;11M ,n0!5E
4p

~ k̂•r̂6!Y12M~ r̂6!d2r̂6E
0

`

r6
2dr6wn0~r6 ,A6/5b6!w11~r6 ,A6/5b6! j 1~5/6kr6!. ~33!
ec-
HereS8 andT8 ~S̄8 and T̄8! are the spin and isospin of th
five spectator quarks after the separation of the sixth qu
The first term in the curly brackets on the right-hand side
Eq. ~32! corresponds to the quark transition from an initias
state to a finalp state. The second term corresponds to
quark transition from an initialp state to a finals or 2s state.
In Eq. ~32!, we use almost the same notation for the on
k.
f

e

-

particle FPC’sU $ f %(S8T8,S6T6) andCf X

(n)
„(n8),(n9)… as be-

fore for the three-particle FPC’s in Eq.~24!. Note that the
one-particle FPCU $ f %(S8T8,S6T6) in theCSTsubspace can
be calculated with one-particle scalar factors SF@cf. Eq.
~28!#, which can be found for example in Ref.@19#.

Because of the orthogonality restrictions for the five sp
tator quarks, the summations overf̄ X8 , f X8 , S̄8, T̄8, S8, and
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T8 collapse tod f̄
X8 , f

X8
, d S̄8,S8 , d S̄8,S6

, d T̄8,T8 , and d T̄8,T6
,

and the only nonvanishing elementary spin- and isospin-
amplitudes in Eq.~32! are

^S̄85S651/2:S̄50us6
~m!uS85S651/2:S51,2M &

52~21!mdmM ,

^T̄85T651/2:T̄51,T̄zut6
~k!uT85T651/2:T50&
x
ar
a
l

te
ht

-

t

p
5~21!kdk T̄z

. ~34!

C. Decay amplitude after summation over allowed
intermediate states

Collecting the shell-model matrix element of Eqs.~31!
and~32! for pion production and the overlap integrals of E
~29! for all intermediate six-quark configurations, and pe
forming the remaining radial integrals in Eqs.~30! and~33!,
leads to the following result for the full decay amplitud
defined in Eq.~18!:
^CNN~q!,p2uÔpq~k!ud8&52
10i

27~2p!3/2S 2

3p D 3/4 f pq

mp
Ab6

Ep
S 2b6 /bN

11b6
2/bN

2 D 6

~kb6!2

3 expS 2
5

24
k2b6

2D F I NN
~0! ~q!1A 2

27 S 12
k2b6

2

24 D I NN
~2! ~q!G . ~35!
o
e
y

-

ce
The overlap integralsI NN
(0)(q) andI NN

(2)(q) can be found in the
Appendix. Note that the inclusion of overlap terms with e
cited nucleon configurations in the intermediate six-qu
states, originating from the different harmonic oscillator p
rametersb6ÞbN , given in Eq.~26!, leads to a nonessentia
renormalization factor of the decay amplitude~35!,

12
1

5A6

~b6
2/bN

2 21!

~11b6
2/bN

2 !
S 12

5

6
k2b6

2D , ~36!

in front of the termI NN
(0)(q) on the right-hand side of Eq.~35!.

This factor~36! can be omitted for smallkb6 . Thek2 behav-
ior of the decay amplitude is due to~i! a factor k in the
transition operator of Eq.~3! and ~ii ! due to the fact that a
p-wave quark is involved either in the initial or the final sta
of the one-particle transition matrix element on the rig
hand side of Eq.~32!. We recall that in the case of theD-
isobar decay into thepN channel, the transition matrix ele
ment is proportional only tok1, corresponding to the
sj•k term in Eq.~3!. The k2 behavior of thed8 decay am-
plitude ~35! leads to a very strong dependence of thed8
decay width on the value ofMd8 , as we will see in the nex
section.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The total hadronic decay width of the possibled8
dibaryonGd8 contains three partial widths

Gd85Gp2pp1Gp0pn1Gp1nn53Gp2pp , ~37!

which are equal to each otherGp2pp5Gp0pn5Gp1nn , when
we neglect isospin-breaking effects. The partialp2pp decay
width Gp2pp is defined by the standard expression@8#
-
k
-

-

Gp2pp52pE d3qE d3kdS Md822MN2
k2

4MN
2

q2

MN

2Amp
2 1k2D u^CNN~q!,p2uÔpq~k!ud8&u2 , ~38!

whereq5 (q12q2)/2 is the relative momentum of the tw
final protons andk is the momentum of emitted pion in th
c.m. of thed8 dibaryon. Thed function conserves the energ
in the decay, while integration over the momentum
conservingd (3)(q11q21k) has already been exploited@8#
in Eq. ~38!. The integration over three-particle phase spa
leads to the following result for the partiald8→p2pp decay
width:

Gp2pp5
25102A6

38Ap

f pq
2

4p

1

mp
2 S 2b6 /bN

11b6
2/bN

2 D 12

3E
0

qmax 2MN~k0b6!5

2MN1Amp
2 1k0

2
expS 2

5

12
k0

2b6
2D

3F I NN
~0! ~q!1A 2

27 S 12
k0

2b6
2

24 D I NN
~2! ~q!G2

q2 dq .

~39!

Here, energy conservation relates the pion momentumk0 to
the NN relative momentumq via

k0~q!5H 4MNF S Md82
q2

MN
D

2AS Md82
q2

MN
D 2

2S Md822MN2
q2

MN
D 2

1mp
2 G J 1/2

,
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TABLE II. Calculatedp2 decay widthGp2pp and the total hadronic decay widthGd8 of thed8 dibaryon
for five differentd8 masses and wave functions~b6 is the characteristicd8 size parameter, andbN is the quark
core radius of the nucleon!. Masses and wave functions of thed8 were obtained in Refs.@6,7# within different
models for the microscopicq-q interaction.

Gp2pp @MeV# Gd8 @MeV#

Set bN @fm# b6 @fm# Md8 @MeV# PW T U PW T U

1 0.45 0.59 2705 56.8~44.1! 7.8~5.2! 41.2~46.0! 170.5 23.3 123.6
2 0.47 0.65 2680 44.2~35.7! 8.3~7.0! 32.6~36.5! 132.5 24.9 97.8
3 0.6 1.24 2162 0.22~0.17! 0.27~0.18! 0.25~0.22! 0.67 0.81 0.76
4 0.595 0.78 2484 28.3~22.6! 10.9~8.9! 21.8~21.9! 84.8 32.6 65.4
5 0.595 0.95 2092 0.058~0.036! 0.061~0.049! 0.107~0.071! 0.173 0.183 0.321
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and for qmax5AMN(Md822MN2mp) all available decay
energy is converted to kinetic energy in the relativeNN sys-
tem, and none to the pionEp5mp , k050.

The calculated decay widths are shown in Table II, wh
we have introduced the abbreviations PW, T, and U. He
PW refers to a calculation employing a plane-wave fi
N-N state~4!, while T and U refer to calculations using th
Tabakin @22# ~T! and Uedaet al. @23# ~U! separableNN
potentials for the final state interaction.

In parentheses we give the results obtained in the appr
mation of using only one intermediate six-quark configu
tion s6 (n50). With the exception of the results for th
Ueda NN potential for sets 1, 2, and 4~for which the d8
mass is 400–650 MeV above thepNN threshold!, the inclu-
sion of all Pauli-principle-allowed intermediate 2\v shell-
model configurations tends to increase the decay width
some 20–30%. The largest effect is obtained ford8 masses
rather close to threshold, exemplarily shown for sets 3 an

It can be seen from Table II and Fig. 3 that the pion
decay width of thed8 is very sensitive to the dibaryon mas
Md8 , which determines the available phase space of
three-bodypNN decay. The sensitivity grows dramatical
near thepNN threshold~2016 MeV!. If we extrapolate the
results of Table II to the experimental value ofMd8

FIG. 3. Pionic decay widthGd8 of the d8 as a function of the
dibaryon massMd8 for different final state interactions~FSI’s! be-
tween the outgoing nucleons:~i! plane wave~PW, dotted curve!, ~ii !
with FSI’s using the Tabakin@22# potential~dashed curve!, and~iii !
with FSI’s using the Uedaet al. @23# potential ~plain curve!. The
harmonic oscillator parametersbN50.595 fm andb650.95 fm are
those of set 5 in Table II. ThepNN threshold for the decay is a
2016 MeV, while the experimentally suggested resonance pos
of the d8 is at 2065 MeV.
e
e,
l

xi-
-

y

5.

e

52065 MeV, we obtain a very strong reduction ofGd8 as
compared with the quite realistic variants~sets 3 and 5! in
Table II:

Gd8
PW

50.032 MeV, Gd8
T

50.046 MeV, Gd8
U

50.083 MeV,

if bN50.595 fm andb650.95 fm;

Gd8
PW

50.018 MeV, Gd8
T

50.045 MeV, Gd8
U

50.040 MeV,

if bN50.6 fm andb651.24 fm.

This strong dependence ofGd8 on the value ofMd8 is a
consequence of the high power of (k0b6)5 in the integrand of
Eq. ~39!. The origin of thisk0

5 behavior~compared with ak0
3

behavior in case of theD-isobar decay! comes, as explained
above, from the necessity to excite~or deexcite! a p-wave
quark for the production of a pion. Note that for smallqmax
~when Md8 is close to thepNN threshold! the function
k0(q) is linear in the factorAqmax

2 2q2 and can be written as
k0(q)'qmaxA4mp(12q2/qmax

2 )/Md8. Therefore, for small
qmax the integral in Eq.~39! behaves asqmax

8 . The second
high-power factor in Eq.~39! is the scale factor

S 2b6 /bN

11b6
2/bN

2 D 12

,

which depends sensitively on the ratiob6 /bN . However, this
sensitivity is considerably reduced by the factorb6

5 in the
integrand. The product

b6
5S 2b6 /bN

11b6
2/bN

2 D 12

is a quite smooth function ofbN /b6 . For bN50.6 fm this
product varies from 0.078 fm5 to 0.158 fm5, if b6 varies from
0.6 fm to 1.24 fm.

For smallqmax, FSI’s make an important contribution t
the d8 decay width because of the large scattering length
the 1S0 wave as5223.7 fm. The FSI enhances the dec
width for example by about 85% for set 5 in Table II. At th
experimental massMd852065 MeV, the hadronic deca
width is more than doubled by the final state interaction. I
interesting that in the case of the Tabakin model with a no
n
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TABLE III. Radial integralsI NN
(n) (q) for plane waves~PW! and FSI functions given in Eqs.~20! and~21!

for the Tabakin@22# and Ueda@23# separable potential formulation of the relativeNN wave function.

Model I NN
(0) (q)5 I NN

(2) (q)5

PW f (0)(qb6) f (2)(qb6)

Tabakin
Eq. ~20!

cosd0@f
(0)(qb6)1tand0g

(0)(qb6)
1A(q)aF (0)(ab6)1B1(q)bG1

(0)(bb6)
1B2(q)bG2

(0)(bb6)]

cosd0@f
(2)(qb6)1tand0g

(2)(qb6)
1A(q)aF (2)(ab6)1B1(q)bG1

(2)(bb6)
1B2(q)bG2

(2)(bb6)]

Ueda
Eq. ~21!

cosd0@f
(0)(qb6)1tand0g

(0)(qb6)
1Ã(q)gF (0)(gb6)2(nB̃n(q)bnF (0)(bnb6)]

cosd0@f
(2)(qb6)1tand0g

(2)(qb6)
1Ã(q)gF (2)(gb6)2(nB̃n(q)bnF (2)(bnb6)]
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NN wave function at short range, the contribution from FS
is smaller than for the Ueda model and can even decreas
width compared to the plane wave result~cf. set 4!. This is a
direct consequence of an approximate orthogonality of
nodal wave function of the Tabakin model to the projecti
of the intermediates6 configuration~i.e., the HO function
w00! of Eq. ~27! onto theNN channel. This can easily b
seen from Fig. 2, where both wave functions are shown.
approximate orthogonality of the functionsw00 andFNN

Tabakin

in the integrand of Eq.~29! reduces considerably the overla
factor I NN

0 (q), which gives the dominant contribution to th
d8 decay width~see values in parentheses in Table II!. As
can be seen in Fig. 3, the disagreement between the Tab
and Ueda models grows with increasing dibaryon massMd8
~the influence of the large scattering lengthas , which is
common for both models, becomes negligible compared
the effect of the larger phase space!. For sets 1, 2, and 4 in
Table II, the Tabakin model leads again to values ofGd8 ,
which are even smaller thanGd8 in the plane wave approxi
mation neglecting FSI’s.

V. SUMMARY

In this work we have studied the pionic decay of a po
sible d8 dibaryon within the microscopic quark shell mode
We use a single-quark transition operator which descri
the production of the pion on a single quark. The dibary
wave function is given as a single six-quark translationa
invariant shell-model configuration, which has been found
provide an adequate description of thed8 @6,7#. Previous
results from@8# have been improved mainly in three point
leading to a complete calculation in the sense that~i! the
calculation is performed consistently on the quark level, i
the final two-nucleon state is normalized and antisymm
trized on the quark level,~ii ! all important intermediate six
quark states with nonvanishing overlaps with the final t
nucleons are included, and~iii ! the strong final state interac
tion for the two nucleons is taken into account on the basi
the separable Tabakin@22# and Ueda@23# NN potentials.

Not surprisingly, the small available phase space in
three-body decay is the dominant mechanism for the nar
width of thed8. The large identity factor~15!, on the other
hand, enhances the results of previous evaluations disreg
ing the identity of quarks from different nucleons. The incl
sion of all Pauli-principle-allowed intermediate 2\v shell-
model configurations tends to increase the decay width
the

e
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some 20–30%. Furthermore, the final state interaction for
two outgoing nucleons also increases the decay width c
siderably, if thed8 mass is close to thepNN threshold.
Because of these three effects, the calculated pionic de
widths lie betweenGd850.18– 0.32 MeV for the most real
istic set 5, having ad8 mass close to the experimental
suggested one and a characteristic hadronic size of
dibaryon ofb6'1 fm. This qualitatively agrees with the ex
perimentally suggested valueGd850.5 MeV.

Despite the fact that both the Tabakin and Ueda FSI m
els, are unsuitable for largeNN energies~as in parameter
sets 1, 2, and 4!, the two models demonstrate the stro
influence of the short-range behavior of theNN wave func-
tion on thed8 decay width~see, e.g., Figs. 2 and 3!. Recall
that these two models are typical representatives of qua
tively different classes ofNN phenomenology. Whereas th
Ueda separable potential is an approximation of the OB
i.e., a model with short-range repulsion, the Tabakin pot
tial can be considered as a unitary-pole approximat
~UPA! @26# of a Moscow-type potential model@27# with
short-range attraction and forbidden states. The Mosc
model proceeds from the assumption of a six-quark origin
the short-rangeNN interaction and pretends to give an a
equate description of the nonlocal character of theNN force.
The main conclusion to be drawn here is that these two m
els, which are phase equivalent, differ considerably in th
effect on the d8 decay width. Therefore, a possibled8
dibaryon would provide a natural laboratory for detail
studies of the short-rangeNN interaction.

An interesting continuation of this work would be to g
beyond phenomenologicalNN potential models and use
completely microscopic quark model approach~see, e.g.,
@28# and references therein!. For example, one could calcu
late the pionic decay of thed8 dibaryon using a final1S0
NN-scattering wave function that is based on the same
croscopic quark Hamiltonian which simultaneously describ
the massMd8 and structure of thed8 dibaryon. However,
such a calculation is complicated by the fact that we ha
used two different Hamiltonians, i.e., two different confin
ment strengths, for three-quark baryons and the six-quarkd8
dibaryon@7#. Thus, thed8 dibaryon could not be explaine
in terms of the standard constituent quark model, usin
common Hamiltonian for any number of quarks. On t
other hand, if thed8 exists, this may be taken as an indic
tion that the effective~nonperturbative! quark-quark interac-
tion depends on the state of the system.
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APPENDIX

In this appendix we present the analytical expressions
the radial integralsI NN

(n) (q) defined in Eq.~30!, which are
needed to calculate the overlap integral of Eq.~22! between
different intermediate six-quark shell-model configuratio
and the two outgoing nucleons. We recall, that the rela
NN wave function may be described by a simple plane w
~PW! FNN

L50(q,r )5(2p)23/2j 0(qr) or by FSI wave func-
-

e

.

e-

r

s
e
e

tions resulting, for example, from separable potential rep
sentations of theNN interaction. We use the results for th
NN wave function obtained by Tabakin@22# given in Eq.
~20! and the result obtained by Ueda and co-workers@23#,
given in Eq.~21!. Note that coefficientsÃ andB̃n in Eq. ~21!
depend on parameters of the one-term separable potenti
Ueda et al. @23#, V(q,q8)52M11g(q)g(q8), g(q)
5(n cn(qc

22q2)/(q21bn
2)(q21g2). For Ã and B̃n we use

the following expressions:

Ã~q!5a2
g~q!

12G~q! (
n

cn

g22bn
2 S g21qc

2

g21q2D ,

B̃n~q!5a2
g~q!

12G~q! S cn

g22bn
2D S bn

21qc
2

bn
21q2D ,

where a252p2mNM11/\2, G(q)5(2/p)a2*0
`@(g2(k)k2

2g2(q)q2)/(k22q2)#dk, and a value ofg, which is not
fixed in Ref. @23#, is fitted to the singlet scattering lengt
(as5223.7 fm), g511.114 fm21.

In Table III we introduced the following abbreviations:
f ~0!~x!5e2x2/3,

f ~2!~x!52A3

2 S 12
4

9
x2De2x2/3,

g~0!~x!5
)

xAp
2e2x2/3ImFS ix

)
D ,

g~2!~x!52A3

2 F )
xAp

S 1

3
2

4

9
x2D2S 12

4

9
x2De2x2/3 Im FS ix

)
D G ,

F ~0!~x!5
)

xAp
2ex2/3@12F~x/3!#,

F ~2!~x!52A3

2 H )
xAp

S 1

3
1

4

9
x2D2S 11

4

9
x2Dex2/3@12F~x/3!#J ,

G1
~0!5

)

xAp
1~sinx2/32cosx2/3!@12ReF„~11 i !x/)…#2~sinx2/31cosx2/3!ImF„~11 i !x/)…,

G2
~0!5~sinx2/31cosx2/3!@12ReF„~11 i !x/)…#1~sinx2/32cosx2/3!ImF„~11 i !x/)…,

G1
~2!52A3

2 H )
xAp

1F S 1

3
1

4

9
x2D sinx2/32S 1

3
2

4

9
x2D cosx2/3G@12ReF„~11 i !x/)…#

2F S 1

3
2

4

9
x2D sinx2/31S 1

3
1

4

9
x2D cosx2/3G ImF„~11 i !x/)…J ,
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G2
~2!52A3

2 H 2
4

9
x2
)

xAp
1F S 1

3
2

4

9
x2D sinx2/31S 1

3
2

4

9
x2D cosx2/3G@12ReF„~11 i !x/)…#

2F S 1

3
1

4

9
x2D sinx2/32S 1

3
2

4

9
x2D cosx2/3G ImF„~11 i !x/)…J .
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